that was purely a creation of state law had the effect of reducing residents' federal tax obligations.
Over time, state politicians in the other forty states realized they could gain a significant tax advantage for their married constituents by changing their states' property laws. Reducing taxes became particularly advantageous after federal tax rates reached new heights during World War II. Rates rose, with top marginal rates exceeding 90 percent, and exemptions fell, to a wartime low of $500 for singles and $1,000 for couples, causing the income tax both to hit the middle class for the first time and to impose staggering new rates on the wealthy. 5 In 1937, 3.4 million people, or only 2.6 percent of the nation's population, paid a little more than $1 billion in federal individual income taxes, but by 1945, almost fifty million people, or approximately 35 percent of the total national population, owed over $17 billion in taxes on their incomes.
6 By 1948, income-splitting generated tax savings ranging from $19 (3.3 percent) for couples with net incomes of $4,000, up to $2,622 (40.59 percent) for those with net incomes of $25,000.
7 With the cost of these tax savings largely hidden, state legislators could use state law to provide an immediate federal tax advantage to wealthy constituents. 8 This paper examines state legislators' frank use of the federal system to the advantage of their own constituencies over those of other states. 9 They changed their marital property regimes to secure these tax savings because they understood that state law could be manipulated to control the application of the federal income tax to families. In 1930, the Supreme Court had ruled in Lucas v. Earl that contractual divisions of earnings, although valid under state law, would not effectively divide income for federal income tax purposes, but in Poe v. Seaborn, decided eight months after Earl, the Court held that the community property division of wages and other income did, in fact, split income between spouses for tax purposes."° That divi- 7. For $1 million incomes, couples saved $23,921, but this was only 2.93 percent. Senate, Finance Committee, Revenue Act of 1948 , 80th Cong., 2d sess., 1948 , S. Rep. 1013 8. Costs could come in the form of increased federal tax rates to make up the lost revenue (but that would be spread across the entire country) and local confusion in administration.
9. A later paper will look at the federal government's response in . 10. Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111 (1930 ; note 3. For further discussion of the cases, see below at pages 591-92.
HeinOnline --27 Law & Hist. Rev. 586 2009 sion of income meant that community property couples could double-dip in lower tax brackets. Common law states then began switching regimes in the late 1930s and 1940s, not out of a sense that community property was substantively better, but in spite of any substantive change it wrought. Much like trusts or family partnerships, which could sometimes be used to shift income for tax purposes without necessarily reducing the power of the husband over family property, the community property regime was seen in many states as simply another means to reduce taxes.
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Despite the tax savings, however, the advisability of adopting a community property regime was heavily debated. Not only did it potentially change rights vis-a-vis spouses, but the conversion was seen as likely to produce a "harvest for the accountants and lawyers." 12 The new marital property regime was expected to upset property titles and raise serious concerns regarding established creditors' rights. Bar associations of the states that adopted new community property laws were concerned with pragmatic issues in their legal practice: the difficulties of preserving real estate and other property titles, probating wills, and dividing property upon the dissolution of marriages. 13 It was well understood that this tax savings came at a significant price, even if policymakers were unable to quantify what that price might be.
Thus, although a generation of feminist commentary has concluded that the fear of a "transfer of power from men to women" prevented the further expansion of community property systems in this period and that some states did not convert because of the "hostility toward a wife's present interest in community earnings and property ... ," this does not tell the whole story.
relations between the states and the federal government demonstrates a reciprocal power within the system as states worked within the federal system for tax reduction. 17 Although it was not guaranteed that states' adoption of community property statutes would yield the same tax benefit as in Poe v. Seaborn, wealthy residents' ability to vote with their feet forced states to try as competition for taxpaying residents produced a race between states to lower federal income taxes. 8 In this case study, some states felt particularly strong pressure to take advantage of the community property loophole. Issues of state importance were thus able to influence federal revenue collections. In doing so, federal tax law drove states to consider, and a number to adopt, a marital property regime that would otherwise have held little interest for them. This example of federal policies creating new state-level politics demonstrates the politics of federalism in the shaping of federal taxation. Not only did "state and local officials attempt to 'export' the cost of funding state and local public goods to nonresidents," but even more, they tried to minimize their share of federal expenditures. 9 Those residing in states that changed marital property regimes were able to proclaim their intent to avoid federal income taxes through these enactments proudly. They did so at the end of the Great Depression and in the aftermath of World War II when to do so with respect to other federal laws, such as antitrust or securities regulation, would have been, if not legally, at least socially culpable offenses. In the case of the adoption of community property statutes, even though only the wealthy would actually benefit from a state adopting community property, this relatively small interest group captured policy formation by casting the issue as tax discrimination against residents of common law states. The perception of tax inequity was enough to drive changes even to other areas of substantive law. When the federal government finally conceded victory to the states by nationalizing income-splitting in 1948, states had proved their power to influence national tax policy. In this way, the American federal system unintentionally empowered and incentivized state policymakers to game the national income tax to benefit their state's residents.
How the Midwest Was Won Over
Citizens in the majority of the states had always lived under the common law principle of coverture. Coverture originally gave husbands rights in their wives' property and earnings and greatly limited wives' legal ability to acquire and manage property. During the nineteenth century, however, states began to enact married women's acts that curbed husbands' power. 20 Women were increasingly allowed to hold property separately, with each state legislature creating special rules governing the types of property allowed to be owned separately and how it was to be managed. Even with these new rights, wives' claims to family property were at most that they be "adequately" clothed, housed, and fed; and the courts' standards of what was adequate were often remarkably low.
2 ' Thus, while by 1930 wives had achieved legal personalty by statute, the degree to which married women had gained economic independence from their husbands varied by their own circumstance and the state in which they lived.
On the other hand, married couples in eight western states had long lived under civil law community property regimes inherited from France and Spain, whereby property of the husband and wife belonged to each by halves.
2 Although the systems in each of the states varied significantly, To Save State Residents couples governed by them argued that wives by law owned half of whatever the husband earned and vice-versa, without the need for any transfers, trusts, or other legal devices. In point of fact, community property systems differed from the common law more in form than in substance, not in the least because many of the community property states' lawyers had been trained in the East and brought a distinctly common law approach to drafting and later interpreting the community property provisions. Thus, while some argued that community property systems established a partnership between spouses, as a practical matter, equal partnerships were not created.
3 Even in states where wives were held to have vested interests in the community property, the regime did not require their joint control. Instead, as under the common law, statutes and judicial decisions generally held that control resided with the husband.
2 4 Legal practitioners and scholars of the period were divided about whether the spread of the community property regimes would even be good for women or the family.
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In 1930 the Supreme Court faced attempts by couples residing in both common law and community property states to shift income between spouses for federal income tax purposes. As mentioned in the introduction, one taxpayer, Guy C. Earl, used a common law device, a contract, to shift one- " Federalism was applied more stringently as the Court felt bound by this state determination of property ownership.
In the face of this disparate tax treatment, Oklahoma became the first common law state to adopt a community property regime. It had a pressing need to secure federal tax savings for its wealthy residents even though most of the state's residents did not earn any income subject to federal income taxation. By 1930, when Poe v. Seaborn was decided, the people and government of Oklahoma were in considerable fiscal difficulty with the state's per capita income only 59 percent of the national figure, and, as immortalized in John Steinbeck's novel The Grapes of Wrath, the 1930s brought only further misery to the state. 31 While the state's government faced bankruptcy, one angry response to the Great Depression for many Oklahomans was to attempt to reduce or avoid their tax burdens.
32 Most 26. Guy and Ella Earl entered an oral agreement in 1901, twelve years before the federal income tax took effect, likely as an estate-planning device. Patricia A. Cain, "The Story of Earl," in Tax Stories: An In-Depth Look at Ten Leading Federal Income Tax Cases, ed. Paul L. Caron (New York: Foundation Press, 2003) , 285. See also, Petition before Board of Tax Appeals, 3, Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111 (1930) .
27. For a good discussion of Lucas v. Earl, see Cain, "Story of Earl," 275-311; McCaffery, Taxing Women, 37-45; "Appeals Income Tax Case," N.Y Times, February 12, 1930; "Pooling Income Decision Given," L.A. Times, March 18, 1930; "Tax Brief Filed by Government," Wall Street Journal, June 17, 1929; "Review Granted in Tax Case," N.Y Times, October 15, 1929. 28. Brief for Respondent, 11, Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111 (1930 Oklahomans, however, did not need to evade federal income taxes-they earned too little money. 33 One Oklahoma woman recalled, "You know what our big wish was? That someday we would be making so much money we'd have to pay income tax. In those days that meant you'd really arrived." 34 As Oklahoma's economy worsened and incomes fell, politicians cast about for ways to increase the state's tax revenues. The task was made more difficult because wealthy taxpayers were leaving the state, taking their tax revenue with them. 35 Every married man who made $100,000 a year in Oklahoma could save $13,000 a year if he moved to Texas. 36 In 1937, the governor began a study to see how many taxpayers were leaving Oklahoma, suggesting that he personally knew fifteen or twenty of the wealthiest who had left but expected the number to be around one hundred.
3 7 A report finished in 1940 concluded that the state did, in fact, lose many wealthy taxpayers, reinforcing the popular notion that there was something drawing wealthy residents out of the state. 38 The report suggested that the adoption of the community property system would eliminate one significant cause of the exodus. Regardless of whether the savings actually led many to relocate, rumors flew that millionaires made rich by oil money flowing from the Oklahoma fields were fleeing to Texas, a low-tax state for state taxes as well, and Oklahoma's persistent fear of losing taxable citizens haunted the legislature.
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Despite its dire economic situation, Oklahoma waited to adopt a community property statute. Although the state lies west of the Mississippi River, Oklahoma did not have a history of western law, and the community property regime was foreign to Oklahoma's common law system.' However, by 1939 Oklahoma's proclaimed purpose behind its community property bill was "to save state residents on their federal income tax and prevent removals to Texas to escape income taxes. '48 As the business community led a propaganda campaign against Roosevelt's "soak the rich" tax policy following the mini-recession of 1937 and 1938, by casting the community property statute as a "tax law bill," leaders like Governor Phillips could focus on the millions in federal income taxes it would save state residents.
49 However, as the nation fought over maintaining its neutrality in Europe, state legislators proceeded with caution over this bill which would divert money from the federal coffer. The community property statute passed subject to a potential public challenge by referendum; the public did not take up that challenge.
"
Somewhat surprisingly, the Oklahoma statute, which could have been interpreted as invoking a major change in domestic relations, at first was uncontroversial. The state was relatively conservative in the 1930s with respect to women's rights; and, if the community property regime had been thought to effect a real change in domestic relations, it would not have been adopted. collaterally affected, as land titles became clouded or if creditors became wary of lending, the full effect of the system would only be felt by those who thought they would benefit, and only about eleven percent of Oklahoma taxpayers were expected to receive any tax saving by electing the community property regime. 53 Thus, while any Oklahoma couple could file a written election to be governed by the community property system, for husbands who feared that the community property regime would diminish their domestic power or reduce the value of their estates, the common law system would continue to apply.
54 Even for those electing, the system was presented as neither changing the law of descent or distribution nor altering creditors' rights.
55 Hence, this bill was able to fly through the legislature in a little over a month, and become effective July 29, 1939, because rights were changed only as much as necessary to secure the tax savings.
56 With so many urgent political and economic concerns gripping the state and nation, these seemingly minor changes to the marital property regime did not seem particularly important.
Even those seemingly most affected, leading women's groups in Oklahoma, made little of the proposed community property regime. The Oklahoma League of Women Voters, composed largely of well-educated, middleclass, and progressive women, studied state and federal taxation but left no record of connecting taxation and the property law or the community property regime. This indifference was shared by women of the major 53. Hearings on Revenue Revisions, 893. 54. Once made, the election was dissolved only by the death of a spouse or by divorce. 55. Because wives were entitled to one-half of community estates upon the death of their husbands, while the law would not change the division of an intestate's property among heirs, it would reduce the amount of property subject to division. Until a husband's death, a wife without separate property had nothing but a barren, inchoate half-interest in the community which was in the absolute control of the husband to give, gamble, or gobble at his discretion and might be taken at divorce. " Tax political parties. The Voice of the Democratic Women of Oklahoma made no mention of the change in the marital property regime before or after its enactment in 1939. Edith Johnson, an outspoken Republican columnist, did not once reference the change in her weekly newspaper column. The Women Lawyer's Club of Oklahoma, uniquely situated to comment on this statute, was instead preoccupied with other women's political and social issues, such as seeking the right to serve on juries and to be eligible for top public office. 8 This blanket of silence from women's groups throughout the political and social spectrum both publicly and in their private records helped limit debate on the issue. While women's groups never focused on it, many did share the rest of Oklahoma's disgust with high taxes. Roberta Lawson, president of the Oklahoma Federation of Women's Clubs, argued that taxes increased the cost of living. 59 To the extent women accepted it as a "tax bill," as the community property statute was hailed, likely they would have eagerly endorsed it.
Business and legislative groups similarly gave the bill scant attention. Harlow's Weekly, Oklahoma's leading source of legislative news at the time, did not mention the community property law throughout the 1939 legislative session. Its editor even noted at the end of the session, "The scope of subjects touched is wide and marked by its freedom from freak legislation; taken as a whole the results will be found to be representative of a conservatively constructive attitude towards the problems confronting the State."
6 While the legislative press ignored the bill both before and after its passage, the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce looked favorably on the bill once it was passed. It recognized the law as offering residents of the state "certain advantages which have been highly valued by those of a limited number of other commonwealths."'" As the Chamber of Oklahoma, 1939 -1940 , Part II, Biennial Files, 1920 -1946 Box 475, Oklahoma, 1944 -1945 and Box 199, Oklahoma, Part III, Records, 1918 -1964 Commerce saw it, the law aimed at "removing what has been considered a major difficulty in the path of attracting and holding monied interests in state industry, and high income individuals in state residence. '62 Because the regime did not significantly alter rights between husbands and wives, it was rare for an Oklahoma author to claim that the new community system gave wives significantly more protection than they had received at common law. Instead, "it must be remembered that when Oklahoma adopted the community property system, it did so out of consideration for the husband and not out of regard for the position of the wife. ' 63 Others noted that Oklahoma presented little evidence that the state was making a sincere attempt to create a genuine community property system.' 4 Two lawyers, however, tried after the fact to create a more favorable statutory history to reinforce the state's position in the legal challenge expected to be launched by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The attorneys who had compiled and annotated Oklahoma's laws drafted a guide to the community property statute in 1940. They wrote that "the Oklahoma law comes nearest to giving the wife an equal control over the community, yet it gives the husband a measure of control denied to the wife. '65 Concluding that the changes wrought by the community property law were to the advantage of the wife, they nonetheless admitted that the law did not improve her existing rights until her husband's death. 66 It was with this slim justification that the law, the "tax law," went before the courts. It was the courts that would determine whether Oklahoma's legislature really did have the power to determine the incidence of federal income taxation.
Not So Fast, Oklahoma
Federal and state governments sought drastic increases in tax revenue as the prospect of World War II loomed, so it should come as no surprise that the treasuries of both resisted Oklahoma's new income-splitting at- 67 In fact, 1,016 married couples, representing 15 percent of the income-tax-paying citizens of the state, soon elected community property treatment. These couples were among those who carried the heaviest load of income taxation. In 1940, 17 percent of Oklahoma's taxpayers paid 91 percent of all income taxes imposed on the state. 68 In defense of these heavy hitters (and heavy payers), the state began its legal battle, even against its own treasury, to secure federal recognition of its income-splitting regime for electing couples.
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One couple taking advantage of the statute, C.C. and Pearl Harmon, had filed their written election on October 26, 1939, and submitted separate income tax returns, each reporting one-half of their November and December income, some $27,000, as community property at a time when the median annual income for American families was only $1,3 19.70 While the Harmons' tax returns showed a combined tax due of $22,986.10, which was paid, the amount they saved by dividing their income between themselves was $9,300, not an insignificant sum in 1940, and it would have increased their tax burden by about 30 percent.
While Oklahoma women were fighting to gain the right to run for elected office and to sit on juries in the state, the debate over the community property statute wound its way unheralded through the Oklahoma courts. On May 9, 1940, the Oklahoma Tax Commission determined that C.C. Harmon was not entitled to divide his income with his wife for state income tax purposes, and on June 6 of that year, Harmon filed a protest. In Harmon v. Oklahoma Tax Commission," the Oklahoma Tax Commission, likely under pressure from the governor, backed down and did not challenge the constitutionality of the Oklahoma community property regime. Instead, it accepted that the 1939 Act vested property interests in both husband and wife. Therefore, compensation for personal services, dividends from separately owned corporate stocks, and interest on separately owned notes and bonds constituted community, rather than separate, property. All of this income could be split for state tax purposes. On the other hand, the Commission concluded that income from separately owned oil royalties and leases and the profit from the sale of separately owned capital assets constituted separate property, and that such income could not be split.
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Thus, the Tax Commission went directly to practical application issues, such as whether leases qualified as separate or community property. The state was attempting to work out the very legal issues that commentators had forewarned. As expected, the taxpayer took great effort to secure the broadest reading of the statute's income-splitting possibilities. To do so, the defense took liberal license with the statute's legislative history. Harmon's attorneys asserted, without documentation or any other proof, that the 1939 Act "changes drastically the property rights of those who elect to come under its provisions, and in doing so gives to the wife far more protection than she has received heretofore in Oklahoma."
73 Even with this new, and creative, interpretation of the statute's history and impact, its defenders could not help but reference their true concerns: "Many citizens who have considered seriously moving to Texas now have abandoned this plan, and have elected to come under the Oklahoma Act."
74 Attorneys on Harmon's behalf defended the tax-avoidance results created by the statute on the grounds that Oklahoma enacted its law "in self defense" against tax inequities created by the original community property states. Residents of other states were avoiding taxes, so it was appropriate for Oklahomans to do so as well. Harmon's attorneys pointed out that if the state court held the 1939 Act constitutional and that electing Oklahoma wives had vested interests in community property, it would help clarify the federal situation. At that time federal revenue agents were holding that the new law did not create or vest in the state's wives a property right, so that electing taxpayers could not split any family income for federal income tax purposes.
The state's supreme court in a unanimous opinion filed October 14, 1941, held, consistent with the claims of the Oklahoma Tax Commission, that certain types of income, but not all, constituted community property. 75 Holding the 1939 Act valid largely on the basis that the communities established under it were voluntary and contractual, the court both settled the rule regarding the sale of oil and gas leases, one of the pesky issues opponents to the law had bemoaned, and held the 1939 act constitutional. Thereafter, electing couples could receive a reduction in state income taxes depending upon the nature of their property. Oklahoma's community property statute then ran a gauntlet of federal courts as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue devoted significant resources to contesting the community property statute. 76 The Commissioner of Internal Revenue had initially ruled that Harmon was taxable on all the income received by him and was also liable for any income earned by his wife's separate property. The Tax Court 77 and the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals 78 reversed this ruling, recognized the validity of the state's community property law, and decided that the spouses were right in each filing separate returns for one-half of the joint income. In his brief before the Supreme Court, the Commissioner limited the breadth of his challenge and argued that, notwithstanding the state's community property law, the taxpayer was subject to tax on all income from his salary and separate property. 79 The elective nature of the Oklahoma regime was particularly offensive to the federal treasury, and the Commissioner attacked it, arguing that it meant that the "character of the income is necessarily predicated on an exercise of power by the husband." Not only did the husband have to take action to initiate the regime, the Commissioner explained, but the "election works no alteration in the wife's interest." 80 On a day when news focused on Metz falling to the Nazis, Oklahoma quietly lost its tax battle as the Supreme Court ruled against its taxpayers. 86. "The Treasury had consistently ruled that the Revenue Act applied to the property systems of those States as it found them and consequently husband and wife were entitled each to return one half the community income. The Congress was fully conversant of these rulings and the practice thereunder, was asked to alter the provisions of later revenue acts to change the incidence of the tax, and refused to do so." Commissioner v. Harmon, 323 U.S. at 46-47.
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The dissent likewise sought uniformity but wanted the Court to set the parameters on income-splitting. Justice William 0. Douglas, with Justice Hugo Black concurring, took umbrage with the "unjustifiable discrimination against the residents of non-community property states."
87 Disagreeing with the majority, Douglas contended that marriage itself or change of domicile were both consensual acts, and hence the distinction between the contractual and legal characteristics of marriage made by the majority was one without significance. If the Court was willing to allow one type of consensual act to reduce federal income taxes, Douglas argued that it should allow both. Douglas made clear, however, that his dissent was not in defense of the hollow vested interest distinction created in Seaborn but in the interest of national uniformity. Agreeing with the Commissioner that Earl and Seaborn were "competing theories of income tax liability," Douglas wanted the conflict between them resolved. Unlike the majority, which shifted power from the judiciary to the legislature, Douglas did not want to leave to Congress the task of finding a new incident of taxation. Instead, Douglas sought power for the Court, wanting it to look after federal finance by overruling Seaborn.
Reaction to Harmon in Oklahoma was varied. Tellingly, women did not react with anger or perceive the Court's decision as a violation of their rights. They should not have, as both state and federal courts made no changes in the law but only denied the tax savings the law might have produced. Although the Oklahoma press wrongly alleged that the Supreme Court had overruled the law, the community property regime continued to operate on spouses who had elected to be governed by its rules and permitted those couples to split some types of family income for state income tax purposes.
88 Some Oklahomans did not think this was enough. While the Daily Oklahoman saw the Supreme Court's decision as just another change in the tax system, the editor of the Tulsa World concluded, "Overruling, by the United States Court, of the community property statute was a serious blow to Oklahoma. This law represented an effort to liberalize and stabilize our tax system."
89 Recognizing the limits imposed by the Court's opinion, Harmon and his supporters took up the gauntlet thrown by Harmon's dis- They failed.
Oklahoma Fights Back
As wealthy Oklahoma residents faced higher tax bills, including back taxes following the invalidation of five years of community property-based federal income tax returns, Governor Robert S. Kerr responded quickly. 91 Trying to fend off fears of domestic economic woes that had led to the enactment of the community property regime in 1939, Kerr boasted of the state's favorable tax situation despite the judicial setback Oklahoma had just suffered.
92 Although the state's chief executive marketed the fiscal benefits of living in the state, others warned of the state's disadvantages. The Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce argued that, considering only economic factors, Oklahomans should move to Texas. 9 3 As before 1939, many in the state felt as though they were being discriminated against for federal income tax purposes, and there was renewed pressure to enact an effective community property law to eliminate this inequity. When the Supreme Court denied rehearing of Harmon on December 18, 1944, Oklahoma paused to reevaluate its statute. Supporters of the community property system discussed the possibility of changing the law to make it acceptable to the federal courts but worried that the obstacles were too great. Not only did such a bill have to satisfy courts whose standards were not well-defined, but any proposal would have to pass the state legislature which was more factionalized than it had been in 1939. As representatives had begun to recognize the costs that came with the community property regime, there was concern that a mandatory plan would not get through the legislature.
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Although Oklahoma considered changing its marital property regime at a time when the war effort was undermining traditional gender relationships, the state was not attempting to modernize these relationships but to stave 90 off economic troubles. In the final year of the war, economic expectations for postwar Oklahoma were questionable at best, setting the stage for one of Oklahoma's Democratic party leaders, J.H. Arrington, to toy with a bill that preserved some opt-in or opt-out feature before proposing a bill in January, 1945, much like the statute upheld in Seaborn. 95 The main concern its proponents had was whether the bill could withstand scrutiny by the Court and effectively reduce Oklahomans' federal income taxes. Unable to address the potential problem presented in certain of the Court's dicta that no state statute passed after the enactment of the federal income tax could effectively alter federal income taxation, to address at least the express rationale of the Harmon decision, Arrington's bill established the community property system as an involuntary incident of marriage between residents of the state. 96 The 1945 Act contained a few other changes from its predecessor, but none that sparked debate. 97 Taking its cue from the Court, which had not emphasized the position of wives in Harmon, the Oklahoma legislature did not feel the need to empower them further.
Unlike in 1939, when the community property bill passed the legislature in legal obscurity, in 1945 the bill garnered significant attention from the bar. Lawyers noted that all couples in the state would be directly affected by the new system so "that property rights will be greatly disturbed" by the enactment of the "community property tax bill."
98 Though most lawyers would ultimately defer to the interests of their wealthy clients and support the bill, there was debate in the state's bar association journal as to what the statute meant in practice. 99 There was no such public debate with respect to 96. "On the other hand, in those states which, by inheritance of Spanish law, have always had a legal community property system, which vests in each spouse one half of the community income as it accrues, each is entitled to return one half of the income as the basis of federal income tax." Commissioner v. Hannon, 323 U.S. at 46 (emphasis added). "New Community Property Law for Oklahoma," 25 January 1945, Folder 7, Box 2, Printed Material, Kerr Collection.
97. Trice compared the two statutes and found differences. Trice, "Community Property Law," 763. It is the opinion of this author that the differences he identified were not terribly significant.
98. Ibid. the 1939 Act. One attorney referred to the statute "as a lawyer's paradise" because it would provide new work in litigation and estate planning to sort out conveyances of property.'°° Walter Grany, attorney for the governor, claimed that a number of attorneys had protested against the effect the measure would have on property in the state." 0 1 While the bill occasioned grumblings from those concerned with the statute's actual operation, there was, however, no organized opposition. While Arrington's bill was winding its way through the legislature, another group of lawyers and their representatives were busy drafting a different community property bill. After the Senate Committee on Taxation had been in session for about an hour, this second group proposed its own version. Attempting to "avoid the tax purpose of the law altogether," and proposing to orchestrate sham debates in the house and senate regarding the state's public policy towards marriage, proponents of this second bill even sought to establish a historical background for community property based on Oklahoma's original inclusion as part of the Louisiana Purchase.
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Although the second bill's procedures were more formalized, both bills used the same rules regarding the management of separate and community property. Thus, the changes were aimed only at strengthening the state's case vis-A-vis the federal tax collector. However, while the proponents of the new bill supported the idea of community property, their attacks merely aided community property opponents. L.D. Melton, of the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce and an avid supporter of community property legislation, sought to end the internal division with the derisive retort that "no amount of stage-management can disguise the purpose of such a law to reduce federal taxes payable by Oklahomans, and we ought not try to do so." Melton implored Governor Kerr to help pass the original community property bill before it was killed by the second. As with the 1939 Act, the reason for the revised statute in 1945 was to give wealthy taxpayers the benefit of splitting their family's income between spouses.'°5 Governor Kerr backed the community property law, as had Governor Phillips, often referring to it as a "tax law," as a means of giving big taxpayers relief from federal taxation without creating obvious losers within the state.
1 0 6 Kerr, inaugurated in January 1943, had personal reasons for caring about the community property statute. By 1942 his personal wealth, earned in the oil industry, was estimated at $10 million. Although he claimed that he had "never, personally, taken advantage of the community property law," in 1936 he had been elected to the presidency of Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association-linking him closely with other powerful, wealthy citizens of Oklahoma who did make use of income-splitting. Governor Kerr also saw the community property statute as a means of furthering his own fiscal agenda. Kerr came to office with the pledge that "no existing tax shall be increased nor any new tax levied, unless emergencies beyond our control should arise."' 0 8 At the same time, however, Kerr sought to pay down the $34 million in state debt then outstanding and to diversify the state's economy to help the state weather the transition to a peacetime economy."°9 "Holding the tax line," justified by the unquestioning certainty that a favorable tax climate would lure the industry necessary to revitalize the Sooner economy, forced Kerr to cast about for means to lessen the state's tax burdens. As Kerr pursued aggressive measures to better Oklahoma's fiscal situation, he argued that without a community property law all other forms of tax relief then being considered would still leave the state at a disadvantage compared to Texas and other states with such a law. However, like Arrington, Kerr first wanted to preserve some means to release Oklahomans from the community property system. Kerr contemplated a law which made the system mandatory unless people opted out of it, but Kerr gave up this idea to protect the system's ability to generate federal tax reductions. Despite the fact that the 1945 Act was framed as a tax bill and actually made few changes to the status quo, the bill faced some resistance. Before passing the community property statute, the Oklahoma senate passed a resolution, which the house adopted, asking Congress to amend the federal income tax laws to remove the discrimination against common law states."'
The resolution did not specify the future of the community property bill in the state if federal action was taken, but the implication was clear. The senate also removed the emergency provision Arrington had included in the bill so that, as in 1939, the community property law had a ninety-day waiting period before becoming effective. The measure was not referred to a vote of the people however; the bill was too obscure for a referendum to have been a serious possibility." 2 Thus, with a similar purpose as it had in 1939, the Oklahoma legislature passed its second community property statute, which became effective July 26, 1945, before the end of the war."I 3
Public opinion, what there was of it, was divided on the advisability of this piece of 1945 legislation. Somewhat surprisingly, no one seemed to focus on its impact on federal revenue at a time when the war with Japan was far from settled, the final cost in dollars and blood still unknown. Late in the war much of the population had grown tired of the war and calls for equality of sacrifice were distant memories. 1 4 Instead, those expressing opinions were all inward-looking to state, not national, results. Some constituents wrote to Kerr praising him for his efforts to get the community property regime passed. The Vice-President of Consolidated Gas Utilities behalf of the community property Law. I sincerely believe that if it were not for your personal prestige in this matter the present bill might have received the same fate as the first one. It was a real achievement for our State." '" 5 On the other hand, Kerr also received complaints about the community property statute. One attorney wrote several letters to Kerr about problems inherent in the community property regime. In one letter he asked Kerr, "Do you know that the 'Community Property' law passed by the last legislature is the most vicious and costly piece of legislation that has ever been perpetrated upon this state, since statehood. It has clouded the title to every piece of land in Oklahoma." ' 116 In another letter the same attorney concluded, "We are all aware of the tax dodging features of the Law, but that is insignificant to the costs, trouble and confusion caused and to be caused by it."" ' 7 While there was significantly more debate in 1945 than the almost total silence surrounding the 1939 Act, several powerful business groups continued to pay little attention to the new law. Even the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce, which had commented favorably on the 1939 law, did not mention the revised community property statute in either 1944 or 1945. A sense of inevitability prevailed, and the wealthy few who would benefit from the law felt that the quieter the bill could be kept, the better chance they would have of ensuring its passage.
Like the business community, albeit for different reasons, the women of Oklahoma continued to take little interest in the community property regime as they focused on more pressing matters. During the war, organized Oklahoma women concentrated more on helping the nation than on advancing their own interests, although their attention was certainly piqued when the two coincided. For example, as national and international news dominated newspapers and minds in 1945, the mainstream League of Women Voters, the largest of Oklahoma's women's groups, focused heavily on increasing the efficiency of the war effort by encouraging the employment of qualified personnel without discrimination on the basis of sex, marital status, or place of residence. their silence on tax issues, the American Association of University Women had opposed since the mid-1940s the regressive nature of the nation's tax system; however, even they did not debate the community property regime within this framework."
9 The major women's groups' lack of public attention to the community property system limited their role in the debate and allowed the regime to be adopted with minimal attention given to its impact on the family.
Ultimately, the community property bill was enacted for a single purpose-tax savings-and the public judged whether it was a success based on this limited aim. Even before the 1945 Act became effective, Governor Kerr began seeking federal recognition of the new law's income-splitting capabilities.
2 0 Kerr had estimated that once income-splitting was permitted, it would save wealthy Oklahomans $25 million on their federal income tax returns. After some consideration, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue recognized Oklahoma's statute as prospectively effectuating the division of family income between spouses for federal income tax purposes without the need for a test case.'
With this benefit in hand, Oklahoma could begin the same sort of publicity campaign about its tax position as Texas had made against it, hoping to lure people and businesses away from common law marital property states. Governor Kerr could happily tout the glories of Oklahoma. After admitting Oklahoma's comparatively high corporate income tax rates, Kerr referred to the community property law and alleged that it allowed "Oklahoma citizens, as individuals [to] pay less total State and Federal income tax than paid in Federal income tax alone on similar incomes by the citizens of Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, or Nebraska."' 22 This tax savings did not come without some cost, however. The new law meant the filing of hundreds of thousands more state and federal income tax returns as wives property system at the national level but did not formulate a coherent policy on the issue. filed separately, and countless questions about the law's application. 123 Over time, questions also began to arise regarding its effects on land titles and creditors' claims.' 24 But until the federal government made the community property system no longer attractive for federal income tax purposes, there was no significant movement for its repeal within the state.
Bandwagon States
Following the Bureau of Internal Revenue's favorable ruling on Oklahoma's community property statute, several other states enacted mandatory community property regimes with statutes substantially similar to Oklahoma's 1945 Act and for similar tax-motivated reasons.' 25 Oregon had passed an elective law in 1943 but, after the Supreme Court's ruling in Harmon, repealed its law and enacted a new mandatory regime in 1947. While the territory of Hawaii enacted a mandatory community property statute in 1945, Michigan, Nebraska, and Pennsylvania, like Oregon, waited to enact statutes until 1947 when Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee Harold Knutson (R-MN) proposed across-the-board federal tax cuts that did not address this discrimination between states. Even as Republicans urged tax reduction, many state politicians, faced with fears of inflation and the nation's mount-ing foreign obligations, recognized that federal tax rates would never return to prewar levels. 126 Thus, while during World War II it might have seemed unpatriotic and also unnecessary to change regimes for what could have been a short-term high-tax season, this postwar awareness that high federal income taxes had become permanent caused states to consider changing their marital property regimes to secure tax reduction for their wealthy residents. Not only did adopting community property statutes make economic sense for common law states, but the fact that doing so produced the most savings for families with one breadwinner (the majority of families in the period) also reflected the era's understanding of marital unions-husbands should support their families financially and wives should remain in the home. Women, on the defensive and divided over the Equal Rights Amendment, were also divided about their proper role in postwar America, particularly in the paid labor force, and so offered little effective challenge to this view.
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In such an environment, a regime that purportedly empowered wives, in the home if not in the workforce, and that changed the property rights of all families but economically benefited only a small number was accepted by four states in two years.
Despite the fact that businesses often "helped" women make the decision to exit the postwar workforce, by the time the larger pool of states began considering adopting the community property regime the long-term trend towards increased female employment outside the home had already begun to reassert itself."' Most women reentering the paid labor markets, however, were being denied high-paying jobs as men left the military and resumed their positions in the workforce.'
32 While disadvantageous to many women, this change in women's place in the job market made the community property system more economically attractive than it had been in the war years' more woman-friendly labor environment when working women could report separately their higher wages. Income-splitting, while most advantageous to families with only one wage earner, yielded some benefit to couples with two earners if there existed income disparity between spouses because its gain was in the ability to move income from higher to lower tax brackets.
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After the war, the first state on the East coast enacted a community property regime for its tax-saving benefits. Pennsylvania did not have Oklahoma's problem of residents fleeing to community property states, but it did have serious economic concerns as it fell behind relative to the South and West. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1992), 138-58; Susan Hartmann, The Home Front and Beyond: American Women in the 1940s (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982), 20, 60-7. 131. While 3.25 million women either quit or were fired between September 1945 and November 1946, nearly 2.75 million women gained new jobs, making the net decline of female employment about 600,000 women. Hartmann, Home Front, [92] [93] [94] [95] 108; Rosenberg, Divided Lives, 132. The median income for all women rose 38 percent during the war. Hartmann, Home Front, [92] [93] [94] [95] 108; Anderson, Wartime Women, 60, 133. Income-splitting only benefited families with over $3,300 in annual income when $3,031 was the median family income. Most of its tax benefits went to 4 percent of taxpayers with incomes of more than $5,000. Bureau of Census, Historical Statistics, Series G179-188, 296; "The Modern Income Tax," Fortune, December 1948; "Community-Property Tangles," U.S. News and World Report, October 17, 1947; "Spread of Proposed Tax Cut," U.S. News and World Report, January 24, 1947. 134 In conservative Pennsylvania, postwar state political battles seeking to improve the state's economy generally reduced the amount of protection women workers received from the state.' 35 As shown in their legislative debates, these changes were less a response to feminists seeking entry into the market than to economic pressures as industrialists sought cheap labor. Unsurprisingly, when this legislature considered property rights within families, the results advantaged husbands over their wives. Nevertheless, Pennsylvania's legislature passed a community property bill in 1947.136 Unlike in Oklahoma in 1939, Pennsylvania did not enact its community property regime in obscurity. Instead, the bill was one of the most heavily debated bills in the state legislature that year, and the governor received a substantial number of letters about it.
137 Letters, ranging from pithy oneliners to cool and meticulous discourses on property rights and equitable taxation, depict a public very divided in its views on the community property regime.
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Before the public chimed in, however, state legislators had debated the value of the regime amongst themselves, always with a bit of political posturing because it was the year before a contentious state election. as in Oklahoma, many Pennsylvania legislators sought to reduce federal taxes for some of the state's wealthier inhabitants and, like their Sooner counterparts, were completely frank about this objective. Senator John W. Lord, Jr., a Republican from Philadelphia County and the author of the bill, questioned, "I do not see why any member of this Senate wants to discriminate in favor of the citizens of California, Arizona, Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Washington, Nevada, Idaho, Oklahoma, and, on July 6, 1947, Oregon." 14 ' Even though it was the wealthy who would benefit, which Republicans admitted, they claimed that the wealthy man was "still a citizen of Pennsylvania" and so deserved a tax break which would keep money within the state to the benefit of all.
142 The bill's timing-the vote in the state house came as the U.S. Congress failed to override President Harry S. Truman's veto of a federal tax cut-proved dispositive. 143 The house majority leader noted in his closing comments, "I read in the papers yesterday that a tax reduction measure for the people generally was vetoed.
Here we have an opportunity to give at least married people among the people an opportunity to avail themselves of some assistance to accomplish that result."'" Some Republicans, including the governor, saw Pennsylvania action as a necessary catalyst for congressional tax relief.
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Opponents of the bill in the Pennsylvania state legislature took a twopronged approach. First, legislators disputed the tax savings the bill was purported to produce-striking at its very heart. They argued that the federal tax savings, so crucial to proponents, would only force Congress to increase federal tax rates. 146 Reducing federal tax revenues, even temporarily, also cast the issue as a federalism concern, as legislators questioned whether the state legislature should consider only state, or also national, needs. On this issue the legislature split down party lines. 147 The house minority leader portrayed the bill's purpose as simple tax evasion, chasRepublican constituents on the rising levels of state taxation. See Folder "Taxes-Correspondence, Dec. 1947 -June 1948 ," Box 12, Legislative File, 1947 , GM 1499 . The Republican Philadelphia Inquirer, referring to the bill as a "tax bill," published as a headline "Truman Veto Upheld By 2 Votes; State Bill Cuts Taxes for Couples," June 18, 1947. The paper changed its description to the "community property law" once the Act was declared unconstitutional by the state supreme court. "Council Ready to Boost Wage Tax-Community Property Law Voided," Philadelphia Inquirer, November 27, 1947. 144. Herbert P Sorg, Legislative Journal, 5571. 145. Press Release, Duffs Papers. 146. Legislative Journal, 3226, 5565 . Moreover, this savings would benefit only a limited portion of Pennsylvania's married citizens. Ibid., 5565. 147. Ibid., at 3227, 5565.
HeinOnline --27 Law & Hist. Rev. 615 2009 tising that "tax dodging, smuggling and other assaults upon constituted government are an old Spanish custom. ' 148 Deferential to the federal government's needs, he and his fellow Democrats did not want Pennsylvania to adopt such a custom and in doing so set such an example in the East.
Democrats instead thought that Congress would soon take action to remove this discrimination between the states. 149 The second prong of the opposition's argument invoked the impact the community property regime would have on Pennsylvania families. Much as Republican newspapers focused on the bill's tax-saving features, Democratic papers always referred to it as a "community property bill" that fundamentally changed property laws.15 Not only did many feel as though property of the husband was being given arbitrarily to his wife, but that the bill also benefited widows at the expense of their children.
15 ' Thus, the focus was less on empowering women than portraying everyone else as victims. While limited to changing the rights of inheritance, the bill was thought to enrich women much more so than it had been recognized as doing in Oklahoma. 4 In their haste Republicans had copied the bill from Oklahoma's statute and had proceeded so rapidly that it took until the second reading in the senate to replace "homestead," an Oklaho-man concept that did not exist in Pennsylvania, with "all real estate."' 5 5
Nonetheless, facilitating a speedy enactment, debates in the legislature were almost strictly partisan, and the 1947 Act was decided along party lines, with most Republicans pushing for the bill as a tax cut, as they were pushing for rate reductions in Congress.
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Governor Duff did not, at first, embrace the community property statute. In one press release, he said he would follow the majority of Pennsylvanians in their decision on the statute, which he read to be support notwithstanding the large number of letters he received to the contrary.' 57 This posturing allowed Duff to appease wealthy constituents with tax cuts without alienating the masses who would not benefit from income-splitting.'
58 In a statement issued as he signed the bill:
The purpose of the recent legislation is primarily to effect savings on Federal Income Tax. I have been advised that the minimum savings to taxpayers of Pennsylvania under this bill will be $100,000,000 a year. This is a consideration that cannot possibly be overlooked. I am not unaware that such a radical change in the law of Pennsylvania will cause some confusion and will be the cause of considerable litigation. But the fact that $100,000,000 will be saved to the taxpayers of the Commonwealth is such a vast amount of money, particularly at a time the taxes are generally so onerous, that I believe it is in the interest of the people of the Commonwealth to approve the bill and run the risk of the confusion that will be caused by the new legislation.' 59 As it did for all states willing to follow Oklahoma's footsteps and adopt a mandatory system, the Bureau of Internal Revenue permitted this regime, enacted solely for tax-saving purposes, to reduce Pennsylvania's wealthy couples' federal tax obligations. 60 Pennsylvania, however, had lurking within its judiciary greater resistance to changes in the state's property regime than had Oklahoma. Within a matter of months, the "exotic" civil law system was declared unconstitutional by the state's supreme court in Willcox v. Pennsylvania Mutual Life Insurance Co., a friendly suit instigated by two lawyers. 161 Without any of the posturing that had occurred before the Oklahoma courts, the parties set about debating the constitutionality of Pennsylvania's new law. Both wanted to have the law invalidated, so they made no effort to argue that the bill was anything more than an attempt to reduce federal income taxes. 162 Oddly, the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania also limited his defense of the statute: "If we have come to the point where there is to be a socialistic redistribution of wealth among the people of America, there is at least the last vestige of power left to the sovereign State to see to it that in this redistribution its citizens are treated on a parity with the citizens of other States."' 163 Since the purpose of the statute was well-agreed upon, the crux of the debate before the court was the degree to which the law actually changed marital property law in Pennsylvania." 6 Who says the wheels of justice do not turn quickly? Within a year of the statute's enactment, the judges on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that the community property law violated Article I, Section 1 of the Declaration of Rights of the Pennsylvania constitution which provided that " ... all men... have certain inherent and indefeasible rights, among which are those of acquiring, possessing and protecting property."' ' 65 According to the court, because the statute converted income from separate property into community property, the spouse who originally owned the property was deprived of half of its income without due process of law. 166 Without the provision the court held unconstitutional, in some rare cases where one spouse had substantial income from separate property, splitting the income from what remained community property might, in fact, increase a couple's taxes. The court held that this remote prospect defeated the 161. 357 Pa. 581 (Pa. S.Ct., 1947 In reality, the number of couples for whom there would be a tax increase had to be quite small, and by giving this situation such weight, the court ignored the possibility that the legislature wanted to help the great bulk of wealthy citizens even if the new law would not help them all. And if that were not enough, the court concluded that even if the law was not struck, the wife was given by it no real interest in community property.
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The 1947 Act, which was never meant to increase wives' power over family property, and the tax benefits that came with it were ultimately sacrificed because the court wanted to protect vested property rights, enjoyed primarily by the state's husbands. With this decision, and in the face of Representative Knutson's assurances that the tax disparity between states would be addressed in Congress in 1948, Lord and other Republican supporters of the regime admitted defeat.
68 Pennsylvania then joined the ranks of common law states hoping that some action would be taken by Congress in the coming year to ameliorate the tax discrimination between states. It will never be known if Congress had not acted whether the next Pennsylvania legislature would have revised its community property law to satisfy both the courts and the Treasury Department.1
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After Willcox was decided on November 26, 1947, New York Republican Governor and presidential hopeful Thomas E. Dewey had ample time to read it before his statement to the public on December 13th regarding New York's assessment of the community property issue. During this crucial period of tax uncertainty at the federal level, New York evaluated, but did not enact, a change in its marital property regime.' 0 This was in spite of the fact that the state had a significant number of wealthy taxpayers who would have benefited, many greatly. When the president of the New York State Tax Commission reported to Dewey on the issue, he acknowledged 167. The court was swayed because the husband exercised complete control over the community property; his personal creditors could reach community property held in his name; and a wife was statutorily prevented from suing her husband for illegal use of the community except in a proceeding for divorce or to protect or recover her separate property. Sturiale argues that the court's concern about wives' interests dictated its decision, but although the court argued in terms of the rights wives possessed, it did not take any steps to enlarge those rights. See Sturiale, "Passage of Community Property Laws," 250-52.
168. By this time, it was publicly known that Representative Harold Knutson (R-MN) had guaranteed Senator Harry F. Byrd (D-VA) that Knutson would introduce an incomesplitting bill in 1948 in return for support on tax reduction. "GOP Promises to back Split Income Plan to Win Tax Cut Support," Philadelphia Inquirer July 7, 1947. 169. Also unknown is whether, if Congress had reduced taxes across-the-board as Knutson originally proposed, states would have still adopted community property regimes. the discrimination in favor of community property states as an "indefensible defect in the Federal Income Tax Law," but concluded that the adoption of a community property system by the state would "disrupt the whole foundation of our legal system" and "involve questions of constitutionality which might severely limit the adequacy of the statute." 7 ' Not yet knowing whether Congress would equalize treatment between the states, Dewey declared that even with the difficulties the commission foresaw, "if the Congress and the President fail to take action in the coming year, the State will be forced to modify its laws to protect its citizens as best it can from the present discriminatory situation." '72 That states on the East coast, with no tradition of civil law and facing constitutional difficulties presented by the Willcox decision, were contemplating the change put pressure on Congress to take some action.
Aftermath
While Willcox did not dissuade New York from considering adopting a community property system, it did make more difficult the adoption of the regime by common law states seeking merely to reduce their residents' federal income taxes. Moreover, it forced states that had already enacted such statutes to consider potential legal challenges to their new laws.
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That some states changed their marital property regimes and held on to those changes so tenaciously in the late 1930s and 1940s is surprising, particularly when the states' objectives were so narrow and benefited so few. Equally intriguing is what drove some states to change regimes while others chose to wait impatiently for Congress to take action. The social attitudes that made the adoption of a community property law possible in these five states presumably existed in others, as neither the statutes nor the states that adopted them were particularly radical with respect to domestic relations.
Nonetheless, only five states changed regimes. Policymakers in the nonconverting states likely decided based on the relative costs and benefits of the regime to wait for Congress. Adopting a community property regime was not without costs to common law legislators who increasingly recognized the impact the change in system would have on titles and creditors' rights within their states. 174 As seen in Oklahoma, only states with a great need to appease wealthy constituents would be willing to incur these costs. Moreover, many wealthy constituents had already found other means, albeit less secure ones, of achieving the same income-splitting objectives. Indeed, in 1947 the Treasury Department estimated that of the 24.7 million married taxpayers, 9 percent filed separate returns, of which more than half were from common law states. 175 However, once Oklahoma established a workable regime (except for the risks to be introduced in Willcox), common law states had the opportunity of giving wealthy residents a more secure method of splitting family income between spouses than could be achieved with most common law devices. Most state legislatures of the period, however, proved too weak to enact the provision either during or immediately following the war. By the time congressional inaction on tax reduction drove states to act in the face of local concerns about the regime, the war had ended and Congress had substantial room in the budget to address the problem of the disparate treatment of states' marital property regimes.
1 7 6 Then, as more and more states contemplated changing their property laws solely to secure federal income tax savings, the federal government took action. In 1948, in response to political pressure and flush with a $6.8 billion surplus in government revenue occasioned by the end of the war, Congress enacted a bill allowing all couples to split family income between spouses regardless of its ownership attributes under state law.' 77 This federal legislation terminated this opportunity for tax gamesmanship between states.
The Revenue Act of 1948 was not, however, an extension of the community property regime to all states as some argued at the time. It did not affect state-defined property rights in any way. It merely made the statelaw determination of ownership as between spouses no longer relevant to this aspect of federal income taxation. 78 Consequently, married couples received the benefit of income-splitting without having to divide the own-ership of family property between spouses. As a warning to future policymakers, this change in policy had been forced by tax avoidance and was accepted by Congress only in response to pressures created by Americans' antitax sentiment.
If Congress had not legislated to remove the tax advantage the community property states enjoyed, it is likely that all states eventually would have enacted community property statutes. Once the Supreme Court showed that it was not going to reverse Seaborn, and as more states made the switch to community property regimes, the remaining common law states would have felt increasing pressure to do so. Angry taxpayers could vote with their feet against what they perceived as unfair taxation at the hands of the federal government. In response, states, worried that the federal government was, in fact, taxing their citizens at higher effective rates than their neighbors, were frank about their tax-avoidance objectives. The push for uniformity was thus instigated at the state level as states competed to take advantage of the federal system. No state wanted to deprive its current and potential residents of a tax reduction.
Once the federal government extended income-splitting to all couples, those states with newly enacted community property statutes rapidly repealed the provisions, highlighting that the allure of the community property regime had been intimately linked to its tax savings.' 79 Michigan led the way, repealing its statute within months of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1948. The other newly converted states followed suit during their next legislative sessions. The statutes were repealed partly because the complications common law lawyers had predicted had come to fruition. In Oklahoma, even after eight years of experience with community property, the state's collector of revenue complained of the number of questions pouring in regarding the community property law's operation. 180 More importantly, however, the community property statutes could be repealed because the purpose of the statutes had been met. In Michigan, "upon the passage of the Revenue Act of 1948, it was felt almost universally that Thus, through the repeal process states tried to undo the systems they had created over the previous decade while states with long histories of community property regimes continued as they had before their regimes generated tax savings. Those seeking repeal had never been truly comfortable with the system and had adopted it only as part of a larger process of tax gamesmanship between states. Indeed, most practitioners, scholars, and politicians had resisted the change as they worked to devise a coherent relationship between the constitutional requirement that federal law apply uniformly across the states and the Supreme Court's requirement that state law determine property ownership for federal tax law purposes. These groups failed in five states, and if Congress had delayed further, the count might have been much higher. In fact, for most states during this period, the fear of complications and the unknown meant that their married couples paid more in taxes than those residing in states that were less risk-averse. By adopting community property statutes, aggressive states used the federal system to benefit their citizens. Through this portrayal of the issue by the press and in Congress as one of federalism, people across the nation felt moved to end discrimination between states, even if that discrimination was felt by only a few-the wealthy few. And Congress proved only too happy to oblige.
